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This book opens the door to a new interesting and ambitious world of reversible
and quantum computing research. It presents the state of the art required to
travel around that world safely. Top world universities, companies and
government institutions are in a race of developing new methodologies,
algorithms and circuits on reversible logic, quantum logic, reversible and
quantum computing and nano-technologies. In this book, twelve reversible logic
synthesis methodologies are presented for the first time in a single literature with
some new proposals. Also, the sequential reversible logic circuitries are
discussed for the first time in a book. Reversible logic plays an important role in
quantum computing. Any progress in the domain of reversible logic can be
directly applied to quantum logic. One of the goals of this book is to show the
application of reversible logic in quantum computing. A new implementation of
wavelet and multiwavelet transforms using quantum computing is performed for
this purpose. Researchers in academia or industry and graduate students, who
work in logic synthesis, quantum computing, nano-technology, and low power
VLSI circuit design, will be interested in this book.
The book is written for an undergraduate course on digital electronics. The book
provides basic concepts, procedures and several relevant examples to help the
readers to understand the analysis and design of various digital circuits. It also
introduces hardware description language, VHDL. The book teaches you the
logic gates, logic families, Boolean algebra, simplification of logic functions,
analysis and design of combinational circuits using SSI and MSI circuits and
analysis and design of the sequential circuits. This book provides in-depth
information about multiplexers, de-multiplexers, decoders, encoders, circuits for
arithmetic operations, various types of flip-flops, counters and registers. It also
covers asynchronous sequential circuits, memories and programmable logic
devices.
This text includes the following chapters and appendices: Common Number
Systems and Conversions Operations in Binary, Octal, and Hexadecimal
Systems Sign Magnitude and Floating Point Arithmetic Binary Codes
Fundamentals of Boolean Algebra Minterms and Maxterms Combinational Logic
Circuits Sequential Logic Circuits Memory Devices Advanced Arithmetic and
Logic Operations Introduction to Field Programmable Devices Introduction to the
ABEL Hardware Description Language Introduction to VHDL Introduction to
Verilog Introduction to Boundary-Scan Architecture. Each chapter contains
numerous practical applications. This is a design-oriented text.
Digital Design and Computer Organization introduces digital design as it applies
to the creation of computer systems. It summarizes the tools of logic design and
their mathematical basis, along with in depth coverage of combinational and
sequential circuits. The book includes an accompanying CD that includes the
majority of circuits highlig
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The second edition of this text provides an introduction to the analysis and design
of digital circuits at a logic, instead of electronics, level. It covers a range of
topics, from number system theory to asynchronous logic design. A solution
manual is available to instructors only. Requests must be made on official school
stationery.
This comprehensive text on switching theory and logic design is designed for the
undergraduate students of electronics and communication engineering, electrical
and electronics engineering, electronics and computers engineering, electronics
and instrumentation engineering, telecommunication engineering, computer
science and engineering, and information technology. It will also be useful to
M.Sc (electronics), M.Sc (computers), AMIE, IETE and diploma students. Written
in a student-friendly style, this book, now in its Third Edition, provides an in-depth
knowledge of switching theory and the design techniques of digital circuits.
Striking a balance between theory and practice, it covers topics ranging from
number systems, binary codes, logic gates and Boolean algebra to minimization
using K-maps and tabular method, design of combinational logic circuits,
synchronous and asynchronous sequential circuits, and algorithmic state
machines. The book discusses threshold gates and programmable logic devices
(PLDs). In addition, it elaborates on flip-flops and shift registers. Each chapter
includes several fully worked-out examples so that the students get a thorough
grounding in related design concepts. Short questions with answers, review
questions, fill in the blanks, multiple choice questions and problems are provided
at the end of each chapter. These help the students test their level of
understanding of the subject and prepare for examinations confidently.
1. APDCL Junior Manager (Electrical) Recruitment Examination’ is a complete
study guide for the examination 2. The guide is divided into 6 Sections 3. 2
practice sets are provided for the quick revision of the concepts 4. The book
follows the latest exam pattern 5. Well detailed answers are provided for the
questions for better understanding Assam Power Distribution Company Limited
or APDCL has recently released 220 vacancy posts for Junior Engineer of
electrical branch in ‘Category – B’. To get through the posts candidates are
required to be well prepared for the examination. The all new edition of “APDCL
Junior Manager (Electrical) Recruitment Examination” is a complete study guide
that is prepared for the Candidates who are appearing for this examination. The
entire syllabus in the book is divided into sections, giving complete coverage on
it. A separate section is for current affairs giving current information around the
world. Apart from all theories 2 practice sets are provided for quick revision of the
concepts. Aligned as per the exam pattern of APDCL Junior Manager (Electrical)
Recruitment Exam, this book is an invaluable source of help for cracking
Examination 2021. TABLE OF CONTENT Current Affairs with Who’s Who,
General English, General Aptitude, Emotional Intelligence, General Knowledge,
Core Subject (Electrical)
Computer Science
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Recent years have seen rapid strides in the level of sophistication of VLSI circuits. On
the performance front, there is a vital need for techniques to design fast, low-power
chips with minimum area for increasingly complex systems, while on the economic side
there is the vastly increased pressure of time-to-market. These pressures have made
the use of CAD tools mandatory in designing complex systems. Timing Analysis and
Optimization of Sequential Circuits describes CAD algorithms for analyzing and
optimizing the timing behavior of sequential circuits with special reference to
performance parameters such as power and area. A unified approach to performance
analysis and optimization of sequential circuits is presented. The state of the art in
timing analysis and optimization techniques is described for circuits using edgetriggered or level-sensitive memory elements. Specific emphasis is placed on two
methods that are true sequential timing optimizations techniques: retiming and clock
skew optimization. Timing Analysis and Optimization of Sequential Circuits covers the
following topics: Algorithms for sequential timing analysis Fast algorithms for clock
skew optimization and their applications Efficient techniques for retiming large
sequential circuits Coupling sequential and combinational optimizations. Timing
Analysis and Optimization of Sequential Circuits is written for graduate students,
researchers and professionals in the area of CAD for VLSI and VLSI circuit design.
This book has very simple and practical approach to make the understood the concept
of automata theory and languages well. There are many solved descriptive problems
and objective (multiple choices) questions, which is a unique feature of this book. The
multiple choice questions provide a very good platform for the readers to prepare for
various competitive exams.
Digital Logic with an Introduction to Verilog and FPGA-Based Design provides basic
knowledge of field programmable gate array (FPGA) design and implementation using
Verilog, a hardware description language (HDL) commonly used in the design and
verification of digital circuits. Emphasizing fundamental principles, this student-friendly
textbook is an ideal resource for introductory digital logic courses. Chapters offer clear
explanations of key concepts and step-by-step procedures that illustrate the real-world
application of FPGA-based design. Designed for beginning students familiar with DC
circuits and the C programming language, the text begins by describing of basic
terminologies and essential concepts of digital integrated circuits using transistors.
Subsequent chapters cover device level and logic level design in detail, including
combinational and sequential circuits used in the design of microcontrollers and
microprocessors. Topics include Boolean algebra and functions, analysis and design of
sequential circuits using logic gates, FPGA-based implementation using CAD software
tools, and combinational logic design using various HDLs with focus on Verilog.
Digital Design and Computer Organization introduces digital design as it applies to the
creation of computer systems. It summarizes the tools of logic design and their
mathematical basis, along with in depth coverage of combinational and sequential
circuits. The book includes an accompanying CD that includes the majority of circuits
highlighted in the text, delivering you hands-on experience in the simulation and
observation of circuit functionality. These circuits were designed and tested with a userfriendly Electronics Workbench package (Multisim Textbook Edition) that enables your
progression from truth tables onward to more complex designs. This volume differs
from traditional digital design texts by providing a complete design of an AC-based
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CPU, allowing you to apply digital design directly to computer architecture. The book
makes minimal reference to electrical properties and is vendor independent, allowing
emphasis on the general design principles.
A new advanced textbook/reference providing a comprehensive survey of hardware
and software architectural principles and methods of computer systems organization
and design. The book is suitable for a first course in computer organization. The style is
similar to that of the author's book on assembly language in that it strongly supports selfstudy by students. This organization facilitates compressed presentation of material.
Emphasis is also placed on related concepts to practical designs/chips. Topics: material
presentation suitable for self- study; concepts related to practical designs and
implementations; extensive examples and figures; details provided on several digital
logic simulation packages; free MASM download instructions provided; and end-ofchapter exercises.
This book provides step-by-step guidance on how to design VLSI systems using
Verilog. It shows the way to design systems that are device, vendor and technology
independent. Coverage presents new material and theory as well as synthesis of recent
work with complete Project Designs using industry standard CAD tools and FPGA
boards. The reader is taken step by step through different designs, from implementing a
single digital gate to a massive design consuming well over 100,000 gates. All the
design codes developed in this book are Register Transfer Level (RTL) compliant and
can be readily used or amended to suit new projects.
New, updated and expanded topics in the fourth edition include: EBCDIC, Grey code,
practical applications of flip-flops, linear and shaft encoders, memory elements and
FPGAs. The section on fault-finding has been expanded. A new chapter is dedicated to
the interface between digital components and analog voltages. *A highly accessible,
comprehensive and fully up to date digital systems text *A well known and respected
text now revamped for current courses *Part of the Newnes suite of texts for HND/1st
year modules
This textbook covers latest topics in the field of digital logic design along with tools to
design the digital logic circuits. It is designed for the undergraduate students pursuing
courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as Electrical and Electronics,
Electronics and Communication, Electronics and Instrumentation, Telecommunications,
and Computer Science and Engineering. It is also useful as a text for MCA, M.Sc.
(Electronics) and M.Sc. (Computer Science) students. The contents of this book have
been organized in a systematic manner so as to inculcate sound knowledge and
concepts amongst its readers. It covers basic concepts in combinational and sequential
circuit design such as digital electronics, digital signal processing, number system, data
and information representation and, computer arithmetic. Besides this, advanced topics
in digital logic design such as various types of counter design, register design, ALU
design, threshold circuit and, digital computer design are also discussed in the book.
Key features • Question Bank containing numerous multiple choice questions with their
answers • Short answer questions, long answer questions and multiple choice
questions at the end of each chapter • Extensive use of graphs and diagrams for better
understanding of the subject
Computer Architecture/Software Engineering
Master the principles of logic design with the exceptional balance of theory and
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application found in Roth/Kinney/John's FUNDAMENTALS OF LOGIC DESIGN,
ENHANCED, 7th Edition. This edition introduces you to today's latest advances. The
authors have carefully developed a clear presentation that introduces the fundamental
concepts of logic design without overwhelming you with the mathematics of switching
theory. Twenty engaging, easy-to-follow study units present basic concepts, such as
Boolean algebra, logic gate design, flip-flops and state machines. You learn to design
counters, adders, sequence detectors and simple digital systems. After mastering the
basics, you progress to modern design techniques using programmable logic devices
as well as VHDL hardware description language. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This book teaches the basic principles of digital circuits. It is appropriate for an
introductory course in digital electronics for the students of: • B.Sc. (Computer Science)
• B.Sc. (Electronics) • B.Sc. (Information Technology) • B.Sc. (Physics) • Bachelor of
Computer Applications (BCA) • Postgraduate Diploma in Computer Applications •
Master of Computer Applications (MCA) The book emphasizes the must know concepts
that should be covered in an introductory course and provides an abundance of clearly
explained examples, so essential for a thorough understanding of the principles
involved in the analysis and design of digital computers. The book takes students stepby-step through digital theory, focusing on: » Number representation systems and
codes for representing information in digital systems » Use of logic gates in building
digital circuits » Basic postulates and theorems of Boolean algebra » Karnaugh map
method for simplifying Boolean functions » Arithmetic circuits such as adders and
subtractors » Combinational circuit building blocks such as multiplexers, decoders and
encoders » Sequential circuit building blocks such as flip-flops, counters and registers »
Operation of memory elements such as RAM, DRAM, magnetic disk, magnetic bubble,
optical disk, etc. 1. Number Systems and Codes 2. Logic Gates and Circuits 3. Boolean
Algebra 4. Combinational Logic Circuits 5. Sequential Logic Circuits 6. Counters and
Shift Registers 7. MEMORY ELEMENTS
Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design, has long been hailed for its
clear and simple presentation of the principles and basic tools required to design typical
digital systems such as microcomputers. In this Fifth Edition, the author focuses on
computer design at three levels: the device level, the logic level, and the system level.
Basic topics are covered, such as number systems and Boolean algebra, combinational
and sequential logic design, as well as more advanced subjects such as assembly
language programming and microprocessor-based system design. Numerous examples
are provided throughout the text. Coverage includes: Digital circuits at the gate and flipflop levels Analysis and design of combinational and sequential circuits Microcomputer
organization, architecture, and programming concepts Design of computer instruction
sets, CPU, memory, and I/O System design features associated with popular
microprocessors from Intel and Motorola Future plans in microprocessor development
An instructor's manual, available upon request Additionally, the accompanying CDROM, contains step-by-step procedures for installing and using Altera Quartus II
software, MASM 6.11 (8086), and 68asmsim (68000), provides valuable simulation
results via screen shots. Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design is an
essential reference that will provide you with the fundamental tools you need to design
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typical digital systems.
While writing this treatise,I have constantly kept in mind the requirments of all the
students regarding the latest as well as changing trend of their examinations.To make it
really useful for the students,latest examination questions of various indian universities
as well as other examinations bodies have been included.The Book has been written in
easy style,with full details and illustrations.

The Fourth edition of this well-received text continues to provide coherent and
comprehensive coverage of digital circuits. It is designed for the undergraduate
students pursuing courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as Electrical
and Electronics, Electronics and Communication, Electronics and
Instrumentation, Telecommunications, Medical Electronics, Computer Science
and Engineering, Electronics, and Computers and Information Technology. It is
also useful as a text for MCA, M.Sc. (Electronics) and M.Sc. (Computer Science)
students. Appropriate for self study, the book is useful even for AMIE and grad
IETE students. Written in a student-friendly style, the book provides an excellent
introduction to digital concepts and basic design techniques of digital circuits. It
discusses Boolean algebra concepts and their application to digital circuitry, and
elaborates on both combinational and sequential circuits. It provides numerous
fully worked-out, laboratory tested examples to give students a solid grounding in
the related design concepts. It includes a number of short questions with
answers, review questions, fill in the blanks with answers, multiple choice
questions with answers and exercise problems at the end of each chapter.
Pulse and Digital Circuits is designed to cater to the needs of undergraduate
students of electronics and communication engineering. Written in a lucid,
student-friendly style, it covers key topics in the area of pulse and digital circuits.
This is an introductory text that discusses the basic concepts involved in the
design, operation and analysis of waveshaping circuits. The book includes a
preliminary chapter that reviews the concepts needed to understand the subject
matter. Each concept in the book is accompanied by self-explanatory circuit
diagrams. Interspersed with numerous solved problems, the text presents
detailed analysis of key concepts. Multivibrators and sweep generators are
covered in great detail in the book.
Learn FileMaker® Pro 10 provides an excellent reference to FileMaker Inc.'s
award-winning database program for both beginners and advanced developers.
From converting files created with previous versions of FileMaker Pro and
sharing data on the web to creating reports and sorting data, this book offers a
hands-on approach to getting the most out of your FileMaker Pro
databases.Learn how to use the completely redesigned Status area, now known
as the Status toolbar; send e-mail right from FileMaker with the SMTP-based
Send Mail option; build reports quickly and easily with the Saved Finds feature;
automate your database with scripts and activate those scripts with the new
script trigger feature; integrate your Bento data into your FileMaker files; work
with the enhanced Web viewer.
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This text takes the student from the very basics of digital electronics to an
introduction of state-of-the-art techniques used in the field. It is ideal for any
engineering or science student who wishes to study the subject from its basic
principles as well as serving as a guide to more advanced topics for readers
already familiar with the subject. The coverage is sufficiently in-depth to allow the
reader to progress smoothly onto higher level texts.
THE DIGITAL INFORMATION AGE SECOND EDITION by bestselling author
Roman Kuc is designed for students considering electrical engineering as a
major, and non-engineering majors interested in understanding digital
communication systems. Communication between humans and smart devices
takes place through sensors and actuators, with logic circuits manipulating binary
data to implement useful tasks. The text then examines the basic problem of
communicating audio and video data over a network connecting computers and
smart devices. System operation is described from analog-to-digital conversion,
signals that encode data, through the processing that extracts data from noisecorrupted signals and error correction techniques, to data packet transmission
over wired and wireless networks. Basic topics from probability and digital signal
processing are presented as needed and illustrated with relevant examples.
Ideas are illustrated and extended by problems and projects completed in Excel,
with sophistication that evolves along with the course, starting with spreadsheet
formulas and graphs, through macros, to simple Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA) programming that produces animations that simulate system operation.
The accrued facility with Excel techniques is a course outcome valued by
students in all majors. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Recent technological advances have created a testing crisis in the electronics
industry--smaller, more highly integrated electronic circuits and new packaging
techniques make it increasingly difficult to physically access test nodes. New
testing methods are needed for the next generation of electronic equipment and
a great deal of emphasis is being placed on the development of these methods.
Some of the techniques now becoming popular include design for testability
(DFT), built-in self-test (BIST), and automatic test vector generation (ATVG). This
book will provide a practical introduction to these and other testing techniques.
For each technique introduced, the author provides real-world examples so the
reader can achieve a working knowledge of how to choose and apply these
increasingly important testing methods.
Updated to reflect the latest advances in the field, the Sixth Edition of
Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcontrollers further enhances its
reputation as the most accessible introduction to the basic principles and tools
required in the design of digital systems. Features updates and revision to more
than half of the material from the previous edition Offers an all-encompassing
focus on the areas of computer design, digital logic, and digital systems, unlike
other texts in the marketplace Written with clear and concise explanations of
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fundamental topics such as number system and Boolean algebra, and simplified
examples and tutorials utilizing the PIC18F4321 microcontroller Covers an
enhanced version of both combinational and sequential logic design, basics of
computer organization, and microcontrollers
Digital Logic Design MCQs: Multiple Choice Questions and Answers (Quiz & Practice Tests
with Answer Key) PDF, Digital Logic Design Worksheets & Quick Study Guide covers exam
review worksheets to solve problems with 700 solved MCQs. "Digital Logic Design MCQ" PDF
with answers covers concepts, theory and analytical assessment tests. "Digital Logic Design
Quiz" PDF book helps to practice test questions from exam prep notes. Computer science
study guide provides 700 verbal, quantitative, and analytical reasoning solved past question
papers MCQs. Digital Logic Design Multiple Choice Questions and Answers PDF download, a
book covers solved quiz questions and answers on chapters: Algorithmic state machine,
asynchronous sequential logic, binary systems, Boolean algebra and logic gates,
combinational logics, digital integrated circuits, DLD experiments, MSI and PLD components,
registers counters and memory units, simplification of Boolean functions, standard graphic
symbols, synchronous sequential logics worksheets for college and university revision guide.
"Digital Logic Design Quiz Questions and Answers" PDF download with free sample test
covers beginner's questions and mock tests with exam workbook answer key. Digital logic
design MCQs book, a quick study guide from textbooks and lecture notes provides exam
practice tests. "Digital Logic Design Worksheets" PDF book with answers covers problem
solving in self-assessment workbook from computer science textbooks with past papers
worksheets as: Worksheet 1: Algorithmic State Machine MCQs Worksheet 2: Asynchronous
Sequential Logic MCQs Worksheet 3: Binary Systems MCQs Worksheet 4: Boolean Algebra
and Logic Gates MCQs Worksheet 5: Combinational Logics MCQs Worksheet 6: Digital
Integrated Circuits MCQs Worksheet 7: DLD Experiments MCQs Worksheet 8: MSI and PLD
Components MCQs Worksheet 9: Registers Counters and Memory Units MCQs Worksheet 10:
Simplification of Boolean Functions MCQs Worksheet 11: Standard Graphic Symbols MCQs
Worksheet 12: Synchronous Sequential Logics MCQs Practice Algorithmic State Machine
MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Introduction to algorithmic state
machine, algorithmic state machine chart, ASM chart, control implementation in ASM, design
with multiplexers, state machine diagrams, and timing in state machines. Practice
Asynchronous Sequential Logic MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions:
Introduction to asynchronous sequential logic, analysis of asynchronous sequential logic,
circuits with latches, design procedure of asynchronous sequential logic, and transition table.
Practice Binary Systems MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Binary systems
problems, complements in binary systems, character alphanumeric codes, arithmetic addition,
binary codes, binary numbers, binary storage and registers, code, decimal codes, definition of
binary logic, digital computer and digital system, error detection code, gray code, logic gates,
number base conversion, octal and hexadecimal numbers, radix complement, register transfer,
signed binary number, subtraction with complement, switching circuits, and binary signals.
Practice Boolean Algebra and Logic Gates MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test
questions: Basic definition of Boolean algebra, digital logic gates, axiomatic definition of
Boolean algebra, basic algebraic manipulation, theorems and properties of Boolean algebra,
Boolean functions, complement of a function, canonical and standard forms, conversion
between canonical forms, standard forms, integrated circuits, logical operations, operator
precedence, product of maxterms, sum of minterms, and Venn diagrams. Practice
Combinational Logics MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Introduction to
combinational logics, full adders in combinational logics, design procedure in combinational
logics, combinational logics analysis procedure, adders, Boolean functions implementations,
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code conversion, exclusive or functions, full subtractor, half adders, half subtractor, multi-level
NAND circuits, multi-level nor circuits, subtractors in combinational logics, transformation to
and-or diagram, and universal gates in combinational logics. Practice Digital Integrated Circuits
MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Introduction to digital integrated circuit,
bipolar transistor characteristics, special characteristics of circuits and integrated circuits.
Practice DLD Lab Experiments MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions:
Introduction to lab experiments, adder and subtractor, binary code converters, code
converters, combinational circuits, design with multiplexers, digital logic design experiments,
digital logic gates, DLD lab experiments, sequential circuits, flip-flops, lamp handball, memory
units, serial addition, shift registers, and simplification of Boolean function. Practice MSI and
PLD Components MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Introduction to MSI
and PLD components, binary adder and subtractor, carry propagation, decimal adder,
decoders and encoders, introduction to combinational logics, magnitude comparator,
multiplexers, and read only memory. Practice Registers Counters and Memory Units MCQ
PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Introduction to registers counters, registers,
ripple counters, shift registers, synchronous counters, and timing sequences. Practice
Simplification of Boolean Functions MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: DE
Morgan's theorem, dont care conditions, five variable map, four variable map, map method,
NAND implementation, NOR implementation, OR and invert implementations, product of sums
simplification, selection of prime implicants, tabulation method, two and three variable maps,
and two level implementations. Practice Standard Graphic Symbols MCQ PDF with answers to
solve MCQ test questions: Dependency notation symbols, qualifying symbols, and rectangular
shape symbols. Practice Synchronous Sequential Logics MCQ PDF with answers to solve
MCQ test questions: Introduction to synchronous sequential logic, flip-flops in synchronous
sequential logic, clocked sequential circuits, clocked sequential circuits analysis, design of
counters, design procedure in sequential logic, flip-flops excitation tables, state reduction and
assignment, and triggering of flip-flops.
Updated and revised to reflect the most current data in the field, perennial bestseller The
Essentials of Computer Organization and Architecture, Fourth Edition is comprehensive
enough to address all necessary organization and architecture topics, but concise enough to
be appropriate for a single-term course. Its focus on real-world examples and practical
applications encourages students to develop a "big-picture" understanding of how essential
organization and architecture concepts are applied in the computing world. In addition to direct
correlation with the ACM/IEEE CS2013 guidelines for computer organization and architecture,
the text exposes readers to the inner workings of a modern digital computer through an
integrated presentation of fundamental concepts and principles.The fully revised and updated
Fourth Edition includes the most up-to-the-minute data and resources available and reflects
current technologies, including tablets and cloud computing. All-new exercises, expanded
discussions, and feature boxes in every chapter implement even more real-world applications
and current data, and many chapters include all-new examples. A full suite of student and
instructor resources, including a secure companion website, Lecture Outlines in PowerPoint
Format, and an Instructor Manual, complement the text. This award-winning, best-selling text is
the most thorough, student-friendly, and accessible text on the market today.Key Features:*
The Fourth Edition is in direct correlation with the ACM/IEEE CS2013 guidelines for computer
organization and architecture, in addition to integrating material from additional knowledge
units. * All-new material on a variety of topics, including zetabytes and yottabytes, automatons,
tablet computers, graphic processing units, and cloud computing* The MARIE Simulator
package allows students to learn the essential concepts of computer organization and
architecture, including assembly language, without getting caught up in unnecessary and
confusing details.* Full suite of ancillary materials, including a secure companion website,
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PowerPoint lecture outlines, and an Instructor Manual* Bundled with an optional Intel
supplement* Ideally suited for single-term courses
Updated with modern coverage, a streamlined presentation, and excellent companion
software, this seventh edition of FUNDAMENTALS OF LOGIC DESIGN achieves yet again an
unmatched balance between theory and application. Authors Charles H. Roth, Jr. and Larry L.
Kinney carefully present the theory that is necessary for understanding the fundamental
concepts of logic design while not overwhelming students with the mathematics of switching
theory. Divided into 20 easy-to-grasp study units, the book covers such fundamental concepts
as Boolean algebra, logic gates design, flip-flops, and state machines. By combining flip-flops
with networks of logic gates, students will learn to design counters, adders, sequence
detectors, and simple digital systems. After covering the basics, this text presents modern
design techniques using programmable logic devices and the VHDL hardware description
language. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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